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TH2 'T0RQU12 ON vm TO A STEADY AIR FLOW 

Introduction 

The problem of a plate suspended in a flowing fluid was 
t 

first considered by Lord Rayleigh in 1880. Konlg derived a 

quantitative formula for the torque on a circular disc in a 
3 

flowing fluid in 1891, and Lamb derived a formula for the torque 
* 

on a rectangular lamina in his Hydrodynamics. 

Lamb assumed a non-vlscous fluid, irrotational 'flow, and an 

infinite strip, as he considered the problem through a two dim¬ 

ensional analysis. He derived the expression 

L. = ^ 2 ® |anit* 

where L storque on plate 

p-s. density of the fluid 

v - velocity of fluid at infinity . . 

C s half-width of plate 

0 s angle between the normal to the plate and.the direction 

of flow. O * 45*throughout. 

Konig assumed anon-viscous fluid, irrotational flow, an 

incompressible fluid, and a body in the' shape of art ellipsoid 

of revolution. The body will have three axes, a,, b, and c; 

Konig assumed a* b, c*CV He then got the expression 

L- Iff*-3 2.0 

where the symbols are the same as above except that 

A1*the radius of the disc. 

For each type of plate the torque depends on the square of 

the velocity. Thus the torque is in the same direction whether 



the flow is in the positive or' negative direction; the formula 

may then be applied to sound by substituting average torque and 

root mean square velocity into the formula. It then gives a 

convenient method for measuring the absolute intensity of the 

sound, and is much used because of its-simplicity. It is the 

common standard for calibrating microphones. 
»* 

Some factors which were not considered by Konig have since 
* * 

been taken into account. Zernov, Scott and Konig have corrected 
€s* 

for the finite thickness of the disc, Tomotika, Sato, Zernov, 

and Barnes and "eat^have Investigated 'the effect of the proximity 

of the tube walls, and ?ood and King have corrected for the lack 

of infinite inertia of the disc and for diffraction Sf sound by 

the disc. Lack of Infinite inertia of the disc means that the 

disc follows the vibration of the fluid molecules slightly; in 

water this may give rise to a tremendous dffect, but in air its 

effect is ordinarily negligible. 

All of the above work was done with sound of varying fre¬ 

quencies. Here we shall, consider the case of steady flow. 

Obviously, the chief difficulty in checking the formula will 

be in finding the velocity of flow. ' m have used air as the 

fluid, and must then determine its velocity. The simplest met¬ 

hod is to include a gas meter in the air line. The average 

velocity ean be found from the volume going through the tube in 

a measured interval of time. 

The Reynolds number is the dimensionless number 

where s/r the velocity of flow 

Qs the diameter of the tube 

^ 2 the density of the fluid 

s the viscosity of the fluid 



If R is less than a certain value (2000) the flow is ex¬ 

perimentally found to be streamline. For the conditions of the 

experiment, 
o JJ 

^Pc. - J _ 31X 
I S<=> A »o4 

IO 

This value of f? should give streamline flow, since it is far 

smaller than the critical value of 8000. £>.r 8000 would corres¬ 

pond to a velocity of about 30 centimeters per second, or several 

times the actual maximum velocity used. For streamline flow, 

it is well known that the velocity at the center is twice the 

average velocity. Thus the velocity at the center should be 

determined from the average velocity. 

At first the velocities were measured with the meter, tak¬ 

ing \/ - 2 Vavj. 

but it was found that the deflections of the disc ?id not agree 
» 

with the theory if these velocities were used. Therefore a 

more direct method was used; smoke puffs were introduced into 

the tube as will be described later, and were timed as they 
IO, «l 

traveled -between two points, Andrade showed that even for 

oscillatory motion the particles of smoke follow the motion of 

the air very accurately, so this should be a good method of 

determining the velocity. 

This was the method used, but considerable care was re¬ 

quired to atop convection currents and other dlsturbln ; effects. 

The results were never as consistent as might be expected, seem¬ 

ing to vary with atmospheric conditions to a certain extent. 

II. Apparatus 

The chief part of the apparatus was a long tube (400 cm. 

long and 11.4 cm. in diameter) consisting of joined cylindrical 





sections of Textolite. At first a short section (100 cm. ) was 

used, but when smoke was introduced into the tube it Swirled 

about considerably, showing that the flow 'was far from stream¬ 

line. The .jet of air coming in seemed to be too close to the 

place where the velocities were being measured, so the tube was 

lengthened. The flow then became streamline as Judged from the 

appearance of the smoke, although subsequent' determination of 

the velocity did not entirely substantiate this. 
\ 

A glass section of the same inside diameter as the tube 

was inserted in the region where the plate was hung, and it 

facilitated determination of the velocity by allowing clear vision 

over a fairly large area. 

The other essentials of the apparatus were the plates and 

their supports. A standard torsion head was used to hold the 

suspension, but was used only for adjustment; the deflection was 

read directly from a light spot on a scale. The readings were 

never larger than about 10 cm., and the spale distance was about 

300 cm., thus the angle thru which the plats turned was only 

aboutradianssi? For angles of this size, sin i(4/te) i a 

different from unity only by one part in 5000, which i3 certainly 

negligible. ' 

The plate should satisfy the equation 

in the above equations, 

X = the moment of inertia of the plate 

.K » the torsion coefficient of the wire suspension 

h * the frictional coefficient 
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log -^vsas negligible for all the plates used, or the 

friction was negligible* At least 50 vibrations could 

always be measured. 

Two plates were used, a circular disc and a rectangular 

plate which was suspended both horizontally and vertically. 

Their characteristics were: 

AM c 4 A 
<**. 

A. *V 
S cc. 

X 
jarf ^ 

K 

vrH-i reef. 
t>l air .8*0 .A3 .\S -•31 tASi S.tSXio'* 1. 06 

VlA+C 
,0*1 \.A .8* .1 81 ?.$3 .s*l . B*i 

circaia*’ 
cKs< + \6*> .of*i .632 Lo*° bBt JL*°* ,1o| 

The air come from the laboratory air lines. It was passed 

through a recucin? valve, a fine adjustment valve, a gas meter, 

and a large bottle. The bottle served to remove water crops 

and help smooth the flow. A tee branched off .just before the 

flexible line reached the tubs; air could be sent through this 

alternate line into a bottle of HGl. The air was then led to 

a bottle of NH^Qn, where the reaction of the acid and the base 
l 

gave a thick smoke of Nl^pi. This smoke was stored in this, 

bottle, and could be fe<. in small puffs int<b the tube by pinching 

the lino. This way the puffs die not come out with an apprec¬ 

iable velocity, end took up the motion of the main stream quick¬ 

ly. 

III. -ne suits 
♦ 

First a large num.ser of trials were made, connecting the 

velocity of the puff3 with the average velocity as given by the 
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meter. Curve I shows these readings as taken; it was convenient 

to read the time required by the puffs to travel 25 cm. rather 

than the actual velocity, and the time required for one revolution 

of the meter (one twelfth of a cubic foot) rather than the average 

velocity. Enough - points were taken to plot a pretty good curve, 

even though individual trials differed considerably. The average 

deviation of the points from the final curve was of the order of 

4&, with several hundred points tsxen. . 

From this curve were derived curves II and III. Curve II 

shows the velocity at the center, as determined from the time 

for a smoke puff to .go 25 cm. plotted against the time for one 

revolution of the meter. This was the actual working curve in 

most cases, since for both rectangular plates the deflection 

readings were taken as functions of the time for one revolution 

of the meter. This curve conveniently converted these readinsg 

into velocities, which-.were squared and used in plotting curves 

1V and V. 

Curve III is a plot of the velocity at the center versus 

the average velocity. This curve was not used in the calcul¬ 

ations, but is. interesting because i*£ shows how the data dis¬ 

agree with the theory. This curve does not give the expected 

relationship 
v-- zv, Ovy 

Rather, in the region investigated (from about one cm. per sec, 

to six cm. per sec.) the form of the relationship was approximat¬ 

ely V - 
\\. 8 i" l-fe Vovg- 

These results need explanation, for from the magnitude of the 

Reynolds number the flow should certainly be streamline, and the 

smoke does flow in a smooth manner. Perhaps the influence of 
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viscosity has made the difference, or perhaps the tube was still 

not long enougn* At a,ny rate, the experimental data should give 

the true value. 

For the circular.disc, direct readings were taken. The 

reducing valve was adjusted so that the average velocity was 

constant; then the deflection of the disc and the time for the 

smoke to travel 85 cm. were taken almost simultaneously. This 

is certainly the best way to take the readings, since it cancels 

out the day to day variations .in the relation between velocity 

and average velocity. Unfortunately, only on rare occasions 

would the density of the smoke be such that it woulg go down 

the center of the tube without rising or dropping, and only then 

oonld velocity readings be taken. Over a period of about a month, 

enough readings could be made to determine the curve 1, but cur¬ 

ing the time the rectangular plates were being used, conditions 

were never right. Therefore the velocities had to be taken from 

the curve I for these two plates. 

For the 

or 

circular disc, L - 3 ^ 

.where f> is. the deflection of the light spot (cm.) 
* 

I? is the distance between the plate and scale 

- S90 cm. 

i'hen D = OL V 

_ 2-CZH°) ± 1.1 eXI®3 c.6**)*v* 

- 7 CM 3 

3 2.B v- 
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For the rectangular plates 

or 

Then 

s ll o c* v^4 
_ O 5. ' 

D= 

2.6» f>e hwi-v* Ve*1^ 

For the horizontally mounted plate, 
D* x«cT*ci-<IJ*C-**’) v* 

«• <9 ■ 
9 2.0 V* . 

For the vertically mount 2d rectan gular plate, 

Pg » i/> YIP
3 C.4»l(2.fiJ Vi 

l. ofe 

* - $4 V4 

For the circular disc, Ourve VI, readings were taken dir¬ 

ectly as was explained earlier/ The curve of deflection'versus 

the square of the velocity ^ives a very nice straight line, in 

accordance with the theory, but it gives a slope of 0.22, as 

contrasted with the 0.33 required by the theory. The average 

deviation of the .oints from the line Is about 5%t and so there 

seems to be a real-difference between the theoretical*and ex¬ 

perimental results which i's much greater than the probable error. 

All of the correction factors which were discussed earlier 

are quite small for this, disc; certainly none are greater than 

3?v. Thua the experiment gives a value for the deflection about 

30£ smaller than the theory. 

Fach of the sets of experimental data for the rectangular 

plates gives an average deviation from the curve of about 5€t 

and the curve seems to be quite closely a straight line, as 

predicted by the theory. But here again the coefficient of 



$3 different from the theoretical value. For the horizontal 

rectangular disc, Curve IV, the experimental values give a slope 

of 0.50, compared to the theoretical value of S.O. This deviation 

is to be expected, for the formula was derived assuming a plate 

of infinite length, and this rectangle is certainly a poor ap¬ 

proximation to this. All corrections have here been ignored 

(most of them have never bean worked otot), but they should be 

fairly small. Also if they are analogous to the corrections for 

a circulars disc the theoretical value would be raised, thus in¬ 

creasing the discrepancy. 

For the vertical rectangle, Curve V, the experimental value 

of the slope is 0.23, while the theoretical value is 0.54. The 

difference is here quite a lot smaller, which might have been 

expected, for this rectangle is a better approximation to the. 

conditions of the formula. 

Thus the low; results with the rectangular plates are not at 

all surprising; the finite size of the plate should be the chief 

factor, anr such tilings as the finite thickness of the rectangle 

and the viscosity of the air might also contribute to the differ¬ 

ence. However, the discrepancy with the circular disc is harder 

to explain, since the theory was worked out for the three dim¬ 

ensional case. 
it. 

Herrington and Oetley observed a discrepancy of 10# in the 

deflection of the disc at low frequencies (9—22 cycles per sec.), 

but the difference was in the opposite direction from the 30# 

discrepancy here obtained. . They attributed the error to Vortex 

motion about the disc as did Andrade (who has some very good 

pictures showing this motion). Sut they find that this effect 

gives a torque in the wrong direction; besided, the vortex motion 
i 

should be very slight in slow steady flow, and no evidence of 



n was ciscernaoie as the stone streamed past the disc. 

The results show that the t>r2ue is smaller than that cal¬ 

culated; in the case of the circular disc it is aoout 30£ small 

3hs theory assumed that the fluid was fton-viscous, which is of 

course an approximation, in hi9 ' vc rodvnamloa. Lamb shows that 

the streamlines around a sphere for a perfect fluid and for a 

viscous fluid are quite different. n pass 24" he give the 

streamlines for a perfect fluid, which look somethin? li e this 

V 
and on page 599 Ha Ives toe streamlinea for viscous flow, neg¬ 

lectin’ inertia, which 

They are obviously very ifferent, and could conceivably be 

sufficient cause for the . lfference between the calculated val¬ 

ues and t.*e experimental values. There is another point to be 

remembered in this riscussion; cott found that the formula hoi 

very closely for fairly high frequencies. It is lively that 

the formula holds very closely for fairly high frequencies. It 

is likely that the viscosity is negligible as compared with the 

inertia at such frequencies, but is much more important in the 

Case of steady flow. At any rate, his could explain the dev¬ 

iation. 

I would like to thank r. H. A. ilson for his continued 

guidance and heln in this work. 
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